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RIGHT ORDERS IN FULL LINEAR RINGS*1)

BY

K. C. O'MEARA

ABSTRACT.   In this paper a right order R  in an infinite dimensional

full linear ring is characterized as a ring satisfying:

(1) R  is meet-irreducible (with zero right singular ideal) and contains

uniform right ideals;

(2) the closed right ideals of R  are right annihilator ideals, and each

such right ideal is essentially finitely generated;

(3) R  possesses a reducing pair (i.e. a pair  ((?,, ß2)  of elements for

which ßxR, ß2R  and 0, + ß2 are large right ideals of R);

(4) for each a e R  with a = 0, aR  contains a regular element

of R.

A second characterization of R  is also given.   This is in terms of the

right annihilator ideals of R  which have the same (uniform) dimension

as RR.

The problem of characterizing right orders in (infinite dimensional)

full linear rings was posed by Carl Faith. The Goldie theorems settled the

finite dimensional case.

Introduction. One way to generalize the Goldie theorems [5] on right

orders in simple and semisimple Artinian rings is by studying right orders in rings

which have zero Jacobson radical but for which the finiteness requirement is re-

laxed, for example, regular right self-injective rings.  The study of right orders in

a full linear ring UomD(V, V), where  F is a right vector space over a division

ring D, falls into this category.  The problem of characterizing such rings was

posed by Faith [3, p. 129, problem 12].  Since a regular right self-injective ring

whose socle is large as a right ideal is a direct product of full linear rings, it is

clear how one could approach the study of right orders in these rings from the

study of right orders in full linear rings.
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In this paper we present two characterizations of right orders in (infinite di-

mensional) full linear rings, thereby solving Faith's problem. The first characteriza-

tion depends on the more general concept of a right quasi-order. A subring R of a

ring S with identity is a right quasi-order in S if right regular elements of R are

right invertible in S and for each xGS there exists a right regular cGR such that

xcGR (so that x = bc~1 where b=xcGR and c~* is any right inverse of c in

S). Theorem 5.1 characterizes a right quasi-order R in an infinite dimensional full

linear ring as a ring satisfying:

(1) R is meet-irreducible (with zero right singular ideal) and contains uniform

right ideals;

(2) the closed right ideals of R ate right annihilator ideals, and each such

right ideal is essentially finitely generated;

(3) R possesses a reducing pair of elements.

A right order R in an infinite dimensional full linear ring is then character-

ized in Theorem 7.1 as a right quasi-order which satisfies:

(4) For each aGR with a' = 0,aR contains a regular element of R.

This is our first characterization. The second characterization is given in Theo-

rem 7.2, and this is in terms of the right annihilator ideals of R which have the

same dimension as RR.

The term reducing pair in (3) refers to a pah (ßx, ß2) of elements of R for

which ßxR, ß2R and ß\ + ß2 ate large right ideals of R. A reducing pair enables

one to "reduce" the number of elements required to generate a right ideal which

is to be essential in a given right ideal. For our purposes, this notion appears to be

the infinite dimensional analogue of primeness. We shall have more to say about

this in §4.

A brief outline of the paper is as follows. § 1 is devoted to preliminaries. In

§2 our interest centres on R. E. Johnson's [9] internal conditions for a ring R to

have a full linear ring Q as its maximal right quotient ring. Here we also show that

R must be meet-irreducible (that is A O B = 0 implies A = 0 or B = 0, for two-

sided ideals A and B) if R is a right quasi-order in Q. However, a right quasi-order

need not be prime unless Q is of finite dimension, and a right order need not be

prime unless Q is of countable dimension. In §3 we consider a finiteness condi-

tion (A) for rings, viz., each closed right ideal is essentially finitely generated.

Cateforis introduced and characterized this condition in [2]. Right quasi-orders

satisfy (A). §4 is devoted to reducing pairs. The characterization of right quasi-

orders appears in §5. In §6 we briefly relate the condition (A) on a ring R, having

a full linear ring Q as a right quotient ring, to Q being a left-flat epimorphic ex-

tension of R in the sense of Findlay [4]. §7 contains the two characterizations

of right orders, and the final section, §8, is concerned with when the idealizer of a

right ideal of Q is a right quasi-order in Q. '
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1. Preliminaries. A ring is assumed to be associative but need not possess an

identity. The unqualified word "ideal" refers to a two-sided ideal.

We denote the right singular ideal of a ring R by Zr(R). A closed right ideal

of R is a right ideal / such that IR has no proper essential extensions within RR.

We denote the set of all closed right iaeals of R by Lr(R). If Zr(R) = 0, then

Lr(R) forms a lattice. If R is a subring of a ring S, then S is a right quotient ring

of R if SR is an essential extension of RR. This notion is due to R. E. Johnson

[7]. The results we need concerning it are well known and can be found in Johnson

[9]. Here we simply state the results for the reader's convenience.

1.1. Proposition. Suppose S is a right quotient ring of R and Zr(S) = 0.

Then Zr(R) = 0 and Lr(S) is isomorphic to Lr(R) via the contraction map A —*

A r\R,AGLr(S).

A ring R with Zr(R) = 0 has a unique (to within isomorphism over R) max-

imal right quotient ring (MRQ ring). The MRQ ring of R is a regular right self-in-

jective ring.

For a subset AT of a ring R, we denote the right annihilator of X in R by

r(X, R), or simply by Xr if R is understood. Similarly, l(X, R), or X1, denotes

the left annihilator of X in R.

1.2. Proposition. Suppose S isa right quotient ring of a ring R with

Zr(R) = 0. For any submodules A and B of SR, with AGB, if' AR is essential

in BR then l(A, S) = l(B, S).

1.3. Proposition (Utumi [19, Theorem 2.2] ). For a ring R with Zr(R) = 0,

the closed right ideals of R are right annihilator ideals if and only if the MRQ ring of

R is left intrinsic over R, that is, nonzero left ideals of the MRQ ring have nonzero

intersection with R. In this case, for right ideals I and J of R with IÇJ, t=/'

implies IR is essential in JR.

A module MR over a ring R is called uniform if it is nonzero and each of

its nonzero submodules is essential in MR. If MR is a module containing uniform

submodules, the uniform dimension of MR, which we denote by dim MR, is de-

find to be the cardinal number of any maximal family of independent uniform sub-

modules of MR. See, for example, Miyashita [12].

By a (left) full linear ring we shall mean a ring which is isomorphic to the ring

of all linear transformations of some right vector space over a division ring, with

transformations written on the left of vectors. Equivalently, a (left) full linear ring

is a prime right self-injective ring with nonzero socle.

Notation. In the sequel, the sole use of the letter Q will be to denote a (left) full
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linear ring. For a right ideal / of Q, we abbreviate dimIq to dim/.

We recall some basic properties of Q.

1.4. Proposition, (i)  Q is a regular ring.

(ii) The closed right ideals of Q are of the form eQ, where e is an idempotent.

(iii) For idempotents e and f of Q, eQ = fQ (as right Q-modules) if and

only if dim eQ = dim fQ.

(iv) Provided Q is not a division ring, Q is generated (as a ring) by its idem-

potents. If dim Q is infinite, then Q is generated by the idempotents e for which

eß = (l-e)Ö.

Proof, (i), (ii) and (iii) follow from the injectivity of Q0. (Note that the

uniform submodules of Qq are the minimal right ideals of Q.) If 1 < dim Q<°°,

then Q is generated by its primitive idempotents. See, for example, [15, Lemma 2.2].

If dim Q is infinite, then Q is isomorphic to the ring of all 2x2 matrices over

itself, and it is a straightforward procedure showing that the ring T of all 2x2

matrices over a ring with identity is generated by the idempotents e for which

eT = (1 - e)T. This establishes (iv).

Aright (resp. left) regular element of a ring R is an element c for which

l(c, R) = 0 (resp. r(c, R) - 0). A regular element is one which is both right and left

regular. Now suppose R is a subring of a ring S with identity. We say that R is

a right quasi-order in S (or S is a quasi-classical right quotient ring of R) if right

regular elements of R have right inverses in S and for each x G S there exists a

right regular cGR suchthat xcGR (so that x = bc~x where b=xcGR and

c_1 is any right inverse of c in S). R is aright order in S (or S is a classical

right quotient ring of R) if regular elements of R have two-sided inverses in S

and the elements of S can be expressed in the form bc~x, where b GR and c

is a regular element of R. Clearly, quasi-classical and classical right quotient rings

are right quotient rings in the sense of our earlier definition.

It is well known that a ring R (which contains regular elements) has a clas-

sical right quotient ring if and only if R satisfies the right Ore condition: for each

b, regular cGR, there exist bx, regular cx GR suchthat bcx =cbx. It is also

true that R (if it contains right regular elements) has a quasi-classical right quotient

ring if and only if the above condition holds with "regular" replaced by "right

regular". An easy modification of the proof given in Lambek [11, p. 109] reveals

this.

As with a classical right quotient ring, a quasi-classical right quotient ring

of R is unique to within isomorphism over R. For R with Zr(R) = 0, we have:

1.5. Proposition. Let T be the MRQ ring of R. Let

S = {x G T: xc G R for some right regular c G R}.
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IfR possessesa quasi-classical right quotient ring S\, then S is a subring of T

and Sx is isomorphic to S via an isomorphism which extends the identity mapping

ofR.

Proof. Quite straightforward.

In general, the existence of a classical right quotient ring does not imply the

existence of a quasi-classical right quotient ring, or viceversa. If R is a prime right

Goldie ring, but not a right Ore domain, then R possesses a classical right quotient

ring but not a quasi-classical right quotient ring unless R is also left Goldie (see

remark after Theorem 2.2). If dim Q is infinite and e is an idempotent of Q such

that eQ 2 (1 — e)Q, then the ring R = eQ + Q(l —e) is a right quasi-order in Q

but R does not possess a classical right quotient ring (see Theorem 2.8). Also, a

ring R can be its own classical right quotient ring (i.e. regular elements of R ate

already units) but yet R possesses a proper quasi-classical right quotient ring. An

example of such a ring is R = eQ + Q(l - e) where dim Q is infinite and e is a

nonzero idempotent of Q with dim eQ finite. Here, R is a right quasi-order in Q.

The following proposition plays a key role in later work. Its proof requires

only a slight modification of the proof of [15, Lemma 2.3].

1.6. Proposition. Let S be a ring with identity, E a set of generators for

S (as a ring), and R a subring of S containing right invertible elements of S. Let

U= {c GR: c right invertible in S}and T= fyGS: xcGR for some cGU} If

EÇT and c~1EcÇE for all cGU, then S = T (c~* denotes any right inverse

of c in S).

Remark.  The particular applications we have in mind occur when S = ß

and E is the set of all idempotents of Q or, if dim Q is infinite, the idempotents

e for which eQ s (1 — e)Q (see 1.4(iv)). However, it is conceivable that one may

wish to take for E the set of all nilpotent elements of Q (if dim Q ¥= 1) or the

set of all units of Q (if dim Q < °°).

2. Irreducible rings. Our approach to characterizing right quasi-orders in

full linear rings stems from the following observation: a ring R is a right quasi-

order in a full linear ring if and only if R has Zr(R) = 0 and the MRQ ring of R

is a full linear ring and a quasi-classical right quotient ring of R. Thus the problem

of characterizing such rings falls into two parts:

(1) Characterize rings R which have Zr(R) = 0 and whose MRQ ring isa

full linear ring.

(2) Given a ring R which has a full linear ring Q as a right quotient ring,

find necessary and sufficient conditions for R to be a right quasi-order in Q.
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Part (2) is essentially the subject of § §3 and 4. As regards (1), a solution is

given in Johnson [9] (see Hutchinson [6] for an alternative solution). Johnson in

[8] calls a ring R (right) irreducible if Zr(R) = 0 and for each nonzero ideal A of

R, A C\Al = 0 implies A1 = 0. This is equivalent to saying that Zr{R) = 0 and the

MRQ ring of R is a prime ring.

2.1. Theorem (Johnson). Let R be a ring with Zr(R) = 0. Then the MRQ

ring of R is a full linear ring if and only if R is irreducible and contains uniform

right ideals.

Proof. For the "if part, see Johnson [9, Theorem 3.1 ]. Now suppose the

MRQ ring of R, S say, is a full linear ring. By 1.1, R contains minimal closed

right ideals and hence uniform right ideals. To show R is irreducible, it suffices to

show that A1 C\A = 0 implies A1 = 0 for any nonzero two-sided ideal A of R, A

closed as a right ideal. Now A1 C\A = 0 implies A1 is a unique complement of A

in Lr(R). By 1.1, A =eS C\R for some idempotent e of S, and eS has a unique

complement in Lr(S). Since S is a prime ring, this implies e = 1. Thus A1 = 0.

It is shown in O'Meara [14, Lemma 2.3] that the requirement that regular

elements of a right order R in Q be units of Q forces Q to be left intrinsic over

R if dim Q is infinite. A similar proof establishes the following (for dim Q now

arbitrary).

2.2 Theorem.  Suppose R isa subring of Q such that for each xGQ there

exists c GR with c right invertible in Q and xc GR. Then right regular elements

of R are right invertible in Q if and only if Q is left intrinsic over R, equivalently,

the closed right ideals of R are right annihilator ideals.

Remark.   From the above theorem and O'Meara [15, Theorem 3.3] it

follows that the right quasi-orders in a finite dimensional full linear ring Q, Q not

a division ring, are precisely the right orders which are also left orders. However,

as our terminology would suggest, if dim Q is infinite then by [14, Lemma 2.3]

any right order in Q is a right quasi-order, but the converse is not true.

Let us call a ring R meet-irreducible (m-irreducible) if Zr(R) = 0, and, for

any ideals A and B of R, A n B = 0 implies A = 0 or B = 0. Clearly, m-irreduc-

ible implies irreducible. (The converse is false.) A right quasi-order R in Q is

m-irreducible. This is partly a consequence of our requirement that right regular

elements of R be right invertible in Q. However, for a right order in Q, the cor-

responding requirement on regular elements need not enter into the proof. It is

therefore desirable that we give separate proofs to indicate this.

2.3. Lemma. Let R be an irreducible ring and let T be the MRQ ring of R.

If R is not m-irreducible, then there exist nonzero orthogonal idempotents e, f,
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and gofT such that l=e+f+gandRC eTe +fTf + Tg.

Proof. Suppose/? is not m-irreducible. Then A nfi = 0 for some nonzero

(two-sided) ideals A and B of R, and we can suppose that A and B ate closed as

right ideals of R. By 1.1, there exist orthogonal idempotents e and f of T such

that A = eTC\R and B=fT(~)R. Now, by 1.2, (1 -e)ReA=0 implies (1 -e)Re

= 0. Similarly, (1 -f)Tf=0. Let g= 1 -e -f. Then R G eTe +fTf+Tg. Clearly

e¥=0,f¥=0. If g = 0, then T would be a right quotient ring of eTe +fTf, which

is impossible because T is prime and eTe +fTf is not irreducible. Thus g ¥> 0.

This establishes the lemma.

2.4. Lemma  If R is an irreducible ring and the closed right ideals of R are

right annihilator ideals, then R is m-irreducible.

Proof. Suppose/? is not m-irreducible. Let T be the MRQ ring of R.

Then, by 2.3, there exist nonzero orthogonal idempotents e, /, and   g of T such

that 1 = e +f+g and R C eTe +fTf+ Tg. Let S = eTe +fTf+ Tg. Since R

is irreducible, T is a prime ring and we can choose b G eTf, b^O. Since T is a

regular ring, bT = exT for some idempotent ex G eTe. Let ii = ei +b. Then

77jns = 0. For let a G Th n S. Then a = ah GS=>eahf=0 =>eab = 0 =>eaex =0

(since exT=bT) ■* ea = ea/z = eae¡ + eaö = 0 =» ae = eae = 0. Thus ae = 0. Hence

a = ah=aeh = 0, i.e. a = 0. Thus 77? n 5 = 0.  But, by 1.3, 7/ is left intrinsic

over R and hence over S.  This contradiction shows that R is m-irreducible.

2.5. Theorem. A right quasi-order in Q is an m-irreducible ring.

Proof.  This follows immediately from 2.1,2.2 and 2.4.

2.6. Theorem . // R is a right order in Q, then R is m-irreducible.

Proof. Suppose/? is not m-irreducible. By 2.1,/? is irreducible and hence,

by 2.3, we have /? C eQe +fQf + Qg where e, f and g are nonzero orthogonal

idempotents of Q with e +f+g= 1. Without loss of generality, we can suppose

dim eQ < dim fQ. By 1.4(iii), eQ can be mapped isomorphically into fQ and

hence there exists a GfQe such that a" n eQ = 0. Since /? is a right order in Q,

so is S = eQe +fQf+ Qg. Hence there exists c G S such that c is a unit of Q and

ac e S. Now ac e 5 =>/ace = 0 =>aece = 0 => ece = 0 (since ar n eQ = 0). But

c G S ■» ece = ce =» ce = 0 which contradicts c being a unit of ß. Thus R is m-

irreducible.

A prime ring with zero right singular ideal is clearly m-irreducible, and the

converse holds if and only if the ring contains no nonzero nilpotent ideals (John-

son [8, Theorem 2.1] ). The following theorem is proved in O'Meara [14, Corol-

lary 3.3].
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2.7. Theorem. All right orders in Q are prime rings if and only if dim Q

is finite or countably infinite.

If dim Q is finite, then a right quasi-order in Q (being, in particular, a right

order in Q) is a prime ring. However, as our next result shows, if dim Q is infinite

there always exist nonprime right quasi-orders in Q.

2.8. Theorem. Let e and f be nonzero orthogonal idempotents of Q.

Let R = eQ + Qf. Then:

(1) R is a right order in Q if and only if dim eQ > dim (1 - e)ß and

dim/ß = dim(l-e)ß>N0.

(2) /? is a right quasi-order in Q if and only if dim/ß = dim(l - e)ß > N0.

Proof. (1) See O'Meara [14, Theorem 2.1].

(2) Assume that dim/ß = dim(l - e)ß> N0. If dim eß > dim/ß, then,

by (1), /? is a right order in Q, in particular, R is a right quasi-order in Q. So

we can assume that dim eß < dim/ß. Then, as dim Q is infinite, we have dim ß

= dim/ß. Hence, by 1.4(iii), fQ = Q (as right ß-modules) and so there exists

c G Qf such that cQ = Q, i.e. c is right invertible in Q. Clearly, xc G QfCR

for all x G Q. Since ß is left intrinsic over /?, for a GR with l(a, /?) = 0 we

have l(a, Q) = 0 and so a is right invertible in Q. This establishes the "if part

of (2). The proof of the "only if part follows from the same argument as in the

corresponding proof of (1), as the reader can readily verify. This completes the

proof of 2.8.

3. Finiteness conditions. If dim ß is finite, right orders in ß are distin-

guishable from the other subrings of ß over which ß is a right quotient ring,

by their possession of a property, primeness, which is not a finiteness property.

However, if dim ß is infinite and ß is a right quotient ring of /?, then it seems

unlikely that there is a reasonable nonfiniteness condition which, if satisfied by

R, will ensure that R is a right order in ß (after all, there are regular rings with

identity which have Q as a proper right quotient ring). The relation "ß is a

right quotient ring of /?" is rather weak in this case. Specifically, the map which

sends a right ideal B of ß to B OR need not be one-to-one, and the map which

sends a right ideal I of R to IQ need not preserve intersections. We point out

now that requiring both of these properties for a ring R with identity is equiv-

alent, in the language of Findlay [4], to requiring that ß be the left-flat epi-

morphic hull of /?.

In this section we consider a finiteness condition (A) of Cateforis [2] for

rings. For /? as above, (A) is equivalent to the map B —*B (~)R being one-to-one.

Following Cateforis [ 1 ], we say that a module MR is essentially finitely gener-

ated if there exist xx, ■ • •, xn GM such that xxR H-1- xnR is an essential
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submodule of MR. We say that MR is essentially principally generated if there

exists xGM such that xR is an essential submodule of MR.

Definition. A ring R is said to satisfy condition (A) (resp. (Aj)) if Zr(R)

= 0 and each closed right ideal of R is essentially finitely generated (resp. essen-

tially principally generated) as a right/?-module.

3.1. Proposition (Cateforis). Let R have Zr(R) = 0 and let T be the

MRQ ring of R. Then R satisfies (A) if and only if (B n R)T = B for all right

ideals B of T, equivalently, the map B—>BCiR is one-to-one.

Proof. For the "only if part, see Cateforis [2, Lemma 2.4]. For the "if

part, let K be a closed right ideal of /?. Then K = eTC\R for some e G T, and

so KT=eT implies eT=xxT'H-\-xnT for some xx, '" ,xn GK. It follows

that xxR -\-+ xnR is essential in KR. Thus /? satisfies (A).

3.2. Proposition. Suppose R has Zr(R) = 0 and closed right ideals of R

are right annihilator ideals. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) R satisfies (Ax).

(ii) The closed right ideals of R take the form alr, a GR.

(iii) 77ie left annihilator ideals of R take the form a1, aGR.

Proof, (i) implies (ii). Let A' be a closed right ideal of /?. Then there

exists a G K suchthat aR is essential in KR. By 1.2, a' = K¡. Hence K = K,r =

a,r. This gives (ii).

(ii) implies (in). Let / be a left annihilator ideal of R. By (ii), f = aIr

for some a GR. Hence J = Jrl = alrl = a'. This gives (iii).

(iii) implies (i). Let K be a closed right ideal of /?. Then K = Klr. Now

(iii) implies there exists aGR such that Kl = a' = (aR)1. Since aGalr = K!r, we

have aGK. By 1.3, (aR)'=Kl implies aR is essential in KR. This gives (i) and

completes the proof of the proposition.

Remark.  In terms of the MRQ ring T of a ring R with Zr(R) = 0, R sat-

isfies (A j) if and only if for each xGT there exists aGi? suchthat aT=xT.

3.3. Proposition. If R is a right quasi-order in Q, then R satisfies

(Aj), and hence (ii) and (iii) of 3.2.

Proof. Let K be a closed right ideal of /?. Then K-eQC\R for some

idempotent e of ß (1.1 and 1.4(h)). Choose a right regular   c GR such that

ecGR. Let a = ec. Then aGK, and aQ-eQ implies aR is essential in KR.

Thus /? satisfies (Aj) and hence, by 2.2, R satisfies (ii) and (iii) of 3.2.

Remarks.  (1) Suppose Q is a right quotient ring of R. If dim ß is

finite, R satisfies (A) because every right ideal of /? is essentially finitely gener-

ated. However, R need not satisfy (Aj). In fact, it is not difficult to show that
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R satisfies (Aj ) if and only if ß = {ac~ " : aGi?, unit c G ß}. If dim ß is infin-

ite, then R need not satisfy (A). For example, take R = socle Q.

(2) A prime regular ring which satisfies (A) is necessarily right self-injective.

This is not true for semiprime regular rings.

(3) Johnson in [10] studied rings which have finite right dimension and

satisfy (Aj) (he calls these /r-rings).

4. Reducing pairs. Let us suppose for the moment that dim ß is finite,

say dim Q = n, and that ß is a right quotient ring of a prime ring /?. What does

primeness of /? enable us to do insofar as showing /? is a right order in ß? It

is this. Let / be any right ideal of /?. Then / can be essentially generated by a

finite number of elements. Primeness of R enables us to reduce the number of

generators to one. Let us briefly recall how this can be done. We first find non-

zero elements ßx, • ■ •, ßn GR such that each Qß. is a minimal left ideal of ß

and Q = Qßx -I-1- Qßn, where + indicates a direct sum (see, for example,

O'Meara [15, Lemma 2.4]). Let ax,---,ak G/ be such that each a¡R is a uni-

form right ideal and axR +-1- akR is essential in IR (note k<n). By

primeness of /? we can choose y¡GR, for i = 1, • • •, k, such that a¡yfi¡# 0.

Let a = axyxßx H-\-akykßk. Then a G I, and aQ = axQ-\-^akQ implies

aR is essential in axR-i-\- akR and hence in IR. The point to notice is that

ßx, ■ • •, ßn, once chosen, work for each right ideal / of /?.

Now suppose dim ß is infinite. We make the following observation: if

ßx,ß2GQ ate such that ßxQ = ß2Q = Q and Qßx n Qß2 = 0, then for any xv

x2GQ we have xxQ+x2Q = (xxßx +x2ß2)Q. For want of a better name, we

shall refer to ßx and ß2 as a (right) reducing pair for Q. However, because our

main concern is with rings R which have Q as a right quotient ring, we prefer

the following definition which is easily seen to be equivalent to the one above

for Q.

Definition. Let R bearing. A pair (ßx,ß2) of elements of R is called

a (right) reducing pair for R if ßxR, ß2R and ßrx + ß2 ate large right ideals of /?.

4.1. Proposition. Suppose a ring R has Zr(R) = 0 and contains a re-

ducingpair (ßx,ß2) of elements. Then, for any ax,a2GR, (axßx +a2ß2)R is

essential in axR + a2R. Consequently, any right ideal of R which is essentially

finitely generated is essentially principally generated. In particular, conditions

(A) and (Ax ) are equivalent for R.

Proof. Let T be the MRQ ring of i? (or any regular right quotient ring

of R). Since (ßx,ß2) is a reducing pair for /?, we have ßxT=ß2T=T and

r(ßx, T) + r(ß2, T) = T, the latter implying Tßx C\Tß2 = 0. Let ex and e2 be

orthogonal idempotents of T such that Tßx = Tex and Tß2 = Te2. Then there
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exist ax GexT and a2 Ge2T such that

ai01=Cl'     0lal = 1>     0t2|î2:=g2      and     &20L2 = l-

Thus for any tx, t2 G T we have ajfj + a2t2 = (ajßj + a202Xa,rj -f-Ojfj),

which implies axT + a2T= (axßx + a2ß2)T. It follows that (axßx + a2ß2)R

is essential in axR + a2R. The remaining statements of the proposition are

obvious.

Remarks. (1) If dim ß is finite, then clearly ß cannot possess a re-

ducing pair of elements. However, if dim ß is infinite there is an abundance of

reducing pairs.  For if ex  and e2 are any orthogonal idempotents of ß with

exQ — Q and e2ß = ß, then there exist ßx G Qex, ß2 G Qe2 such that

ßxQ = ß2Q = ß, and thus (ßx, ß2) is a reducing pair for Q.

(2) If ß is a righi quotient ring of /?, then, for ßx, ß2 G R, (ßx, ß2)

is a reducing pair for R if and only if (ßx, ß2) is a reducing pair for Q.

(3) For a general ring /? with Zr(R) = 0, the image of R under the

homomorphism r—► (ßxr, ß2r) from RR into (/? © /?)Ä, induced by a

pair (ßx,ß2)GR @ R, is a large submodule of (/? © /?)Ä  if and only if

(ßx,ß2) is a reducing pair for /?. Thus if R has an identity, R possesses a

reducing pair if and only if R can be homomorphically embedded as a large

submodule of (R ® R)R.

4.2. Proposition. A right quasi-order R in Q possesses a reducing

pair of elements if dim ß is infinite.

Proof. If dim ß is infinite, Q possesses a reducing pair (ßx,ß2).

Choose right regular c GR such that ßxc, ß2c GR. Then, as a quick check

reveals, (ßxc, ß2c) is a reducing pair for /?.

If dim ß is finite and ß is a right quotient ring of a ring R which

satisfies (Aj), then ß= {ae-1: aGR, unit cGQ}. In this case, R is a

right order in ß if and only if R is prime. The following proposition would

therefore suggest that, for our purposes, the notion of a reducing pair is the

infinite dimensional analogue of primeness.

A3. Proposition.  Suppose dim ß is infinite and Q is a right quotient

ring of R.  Suppose also that Q = {ac~1 : a G R, unit cGQ} and that reg-

ular elements of R are units of Q.   Then R is a right order in   Q if and

only if R possesses a reducing pair of elements.

Proof.  Assume that R possesses a reducing pair.  Let e be any idem-

potent of Q. Let / = (1 - e)ß n /? 4- eß n /?. Choose units c, d of Q

such that (1 - e)c GR and edGR. Then (1 - e)cR + edR is essential in

IR. By 4.1, there exists aGI suchthat aR is essential in IR. Hence aß =
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Q.   Let y G Q be such that ay = 1. Choose a unit uGQ such that yu G R.

Then u = a(yu) GR and eu GR. Thus /? is a right order in ß by [15, Lem-

ma 2.3] since ß is generated by its idempotents (1.4). Conversely, if R is

a right order in ß then /? contains a reducing pair by 4.2.

Example.   Suppose dim ß is infinite and e is an idempotent of Q,

e =£ 0, 1.  Let R = eQ + ß(l - e).  By an argument similar to that employed

in O'Meara [14, Theorem 2.1], it can be shown that ß = {ac'1: aGR, unit

c G ß} if (and only if) dim eß > dim(l - e)ß. Thus if dim(l - e)ß is

finite, R satisfies the hypotheses of 4.3 but /? does not possess a reducing

pair because R is not a right order in ß (2.8(1)).

5.  Characterization of right quasi-orders.

5.1. Theorem.  A ring R is a right quasi-order in an infinite dimensional

full linear ring if and only if R satisfies each of the following conditions.

(1) /? is an m-irreducible ring containing uniform right ideals.

(2) The closed right ideals of R are right annihilator ideals, and each

such right ideal is essentially finitely generated.

(3) R possesses a reducing pair of elements.

Proof.  Suppose R is a right quasi-order in a full linear ring ß with

dim ß infinite.  Then (1) holds by 2.1 and 2.5.  By 2.2, the closed right ideals

of /? are right annihilator ideals. The second part of (2), which is condition

(A) of §3, was established in 3.3.  Finally, (3) is shown in 4.2.

Conversely, let us suppose R satisfies (1), (2) and (3). Then, by 2.1,

(1) implies that the MRQ ring of /? is a full linear ring, ß say.  Since /?

possesses a reducing pair, so does ß and this implies dim ß is infinite.  By

1.3, the first part of (2) implies that ß is left intrinsic over /?.  Hence right

regular elements of /? are right invertible in Q.  To show R is a right quasi-

order in Q, it suffices, by 1.6, to show that for each idempotent e G ß there

is a right regular cGR suchthat ecGR. Let e be given and let / = (1 - e)Q

n R + eQ n /?.  Since / is the sum of two closed right ideals of /?, (2)

implies that IR  is essentially finitely generated.  Hence, by 4.1, there exists

c G / such that cR is essential in IR. Since IR  is essential in RR, we have

cR is essential in /? and so l(c, R) = 0 because Zr(R) = 0. Hence c is a

right regular element of/?.  Furthermore, cGl implies ecGR.  This com-

pletes the proof of the theorem.

The proof of the above theorem also reveals the following result.

5.2. Proposition.  Suppose Q is a right quotient ring of R, dim ß

infinite.   Then the following are equivalent:

(1) R satisfies (A) and contains a reducing pair of elements.
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(2) For each xGQ, there exists c GR such that c is right invertible

in Q and xc GR.

Remark.   A ring R which satisfies (1) (and hence (2)) of 5.2 need not

be a right quasi-order in ß because right regular elements of R may not be

right regular in Q. For example, consider /? = ße where e is an idempotent

of Q, e + 1, with dim eß = dim Q.

For R as in 5.2(1), we can obtain much the same sort of information

concerning the relative right ideal structures of R and ß as when R is a

right order in Q.

53. Proposition.  Suppose Q is a right quotient ring of a ring R, and

suppose R satisfies (A) and contains a reducing pair.   Then the following hold:

(i) For xx, • • •, xn G Q there exists c GR such that c is right in-

vertible in Q and xf GR for i = 1, • • •, n.

(ü) For a right ideal I of R, IQ = {ay: a GI, y G Q with yr = 0}.

(iii) For right ideals I and J of R, (I nj)Q = IQn JQ.

Proof.   This follows easily from 5.2.

6. Left-flat epimorphic extensions. In this section we briefly indicate

the role played by condition (A) on a ring R, having  ß as a right quotient

ring, in determining when ß is a left-flat epimorphic extension of /? in the

sense of Findlay [4], that is, when RQ is flat and the canonical injection of

/? into ß is an epimorphism in the category of rings. Here, for the first time,

we assume R has an identity (which is necessarily the identity of Q).

6.1. Proposition.  Suppose Q is a right quotient ring of R.   The

following statements are equivalent:

(i) ß is a left-flat epimorphic extension of R.

(ii) Z(Q ®R Q)R = 0 and RQ is flat.

(iii) For each xGQ, (/?: x) = {r G R: xr G /?} is an essentially finitely

generated right ideal of R, equivalently, (R:x)Q = Q.

(iv) R satisfies (A) and RQ is flat.

(v) /? satisfies (A) and (IC\J)Q = IQC\ JQ for all right ideals I and

J of R.

(vi) /? satisfies (A) and for any essentially finitely generated right ideals

I and J of R, I C\J is essentially finitely generated.

Proof.  The canonical injection of /? into ß is an epimorphism in the

category of rings if and only if the map 2,. p¡ ® q¡ —* X¡ p¡qi from Q ®R Q

into QR is an isomorphism, and the latter is equivalent to Z(Q ®R Q)R = 0.

Thus (i) and (ii) are equivalent. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is given in
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Cateforis [2, Theorem 1.6]. Since R satisfies (A) if and only if (iii) holds for

all idempotents of Q, it is clear that (iii) implies (iv). Also (iv) implies (v) by,

for example, Cateforis [1, Lemma 1.10]. By Cateforis [1, Theorem 2.1, (a) <*•

(d)], (iv) is equivalent to (vi).  So to complete the proof it suffices to show

that (v) implies (iii). We need a lemma.

Lemma (Cateforis).   Suppose R satisfies (v). Let I and J be essen-

tially finitely generated right ideals of R.   Then

(1) ICiJ is essentially finitely generated.

(2) For y GQ, if (/?: y) is essentially finitely generated, then

{a G R: y a G1} is essentially finitely generated.

Proof. (1) follows easily from (/ n J)Q = IQnjQ because a right

ideal K of JR is essentially finitely generated if and only if KQ is a principal

right ideal of Q. (2) follows by a slight modification of the proof in Cateforis

[1, Theorem 2.1, (d) => (c)] since r(y, /?), being a closed right ideal of /?, is

essentially finitely generated and yR n I = (yR C\R)C\I is essentially finitely

generated by (1).

Proof of (v) implies (iii). Assume (v).  Let S = {x G Q: (/?: x)Q = Q}.

Let x, y G S.   Since (x + y)[(R: x) n (R: y)] Q R and  [(/?: x) n (R: y)]Q

= ß, we have (R: x + y)Q = Q, i.e. x+yGS. Let K = {a G R: ya G

(R: x)}. By (2) of the Lemma, KQ = Q. Hence, since (xy)K C R, we have

(R: xy)Q = Q, i.e. xy G S. Thus 5 is a subring of ß.

Now if ß is a division ring (or for that matter, if dim ß is finite) then

(iii) certainly holds. Suppose ß is not a division ring.  By 1.4, ß is generated

by its idempotents.  Since R satisfies (A), all idempotents of ß are in S.

Hence S = Q. This establishes (iii).

Remark.   A simple argument, again using the fact that ß is generated

by its idempotents, shows that condition (A) on /? implies ß is an epimorphic

extension of R (not necessarily left-flat). The converse is false, as shown by

R = eQ + socle ß + <1> for e an idempotent with eß = Q, 1 - e Ö socle Q.

6.2. Proposition. Suppose dim ß is infinite and Q is a right quotient

ring of R. If R satisfies (A) and contains a reducing pair of elements, then

Q is a left-flat epimorphic extension of R.

Proof.  This follows easily from 5.2, or from 5.3(iii) and 6.1 (v).

Remarks. (1) The converse of 6.2 is false in general. For example,

let e be an idempotent of ß such that e =£ 1 and dim(l — e)ß is finite,

and let R = eQ + ß(l — e). Then ß is a left-flat epimorphic extension of

/? but R does not contain reducing pairs.

(2) Statement (iii) of 6.1 is easily seen to be equivalent to R being a
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"right quasi-order" in ß in the sense of Popescu and Spulber [17].

(3) For the general theory of flat epimorphic extensions see, for example,

Silver [18], Popescu and Spircu [16], Findlay [4], and Morita [13].

Cateforis [2, Theorem 1.6] has shown that for a general ring R with

Zr(R) = 0 the MRQ ring T of R is a left-flat epimorphic extension of R if and

only if

(A') every closed submodule of a free module of finite rank is essentially

finitely generated.

Condition (A) is very much weaker than (A') for a general /?, and even in

the case T= Q it is weaker (so that in 6.1, (A) is not equivalent to (i)). For let

ß be an infinite dimensional full linear ring whose centre C is not a prime field,

and let K be any maximal right ideal of ß containing socle Q. Let R = K + <1>.

For any x G C, x not in the prime subfield of C, (R: x) = K and therefore

(/?: x)Q ¥> Q. Thus /? fails (A') (see 6.1(iii)). On the other hand /? satisfies (A)

because each closed right ideal of /? has the form eR or (1 - e)R fot some

idempotent eGK.

7. Characterizations of a right order. Our first characterization of a right

order R in an infinite dimensional full linear ring is a fairly immediate consequence

of the characterization of a right quasi-order given in Theorem 5.1.

7.1. Theorem. A ring R is a right order in a full linear ring of dimension

N > N0 if and only if R satisfies each of the following conditions.

(1) /? is an m-irreducible ring containing uniform right ideals and

dim RR = H.

(2) The closed right ideals of R are right annihilator ideals, and each such

right ideal is essentially finitely generated.

(3) R possesses a reducing pair of elements.

(A) For each aGR with al = 0,aR contains a regular element of R.

Proof. Only if. Suppose R is a right order in Q with dim ß = N > N0.

Then, as dim ß is infinite, R is a right quasi-order in ß (see Remark after The-

orem 2.2). Thus R satisfies (1), (2) and (3) from Theorem 5.1. (dim RR= dim ß

= K because ß is a right quotient ring of /?.) Let a Gi? be such that l(a, R) = 0.

Then l(a, Q) = 0 because ß is left intrinsic over R [14, Lemma 2.3]. Hence

ab = l for some bGQ. Choose a regular element cGR suchthat be GR. Then

c = a(bc)GaR, which establishes (4).

//. Suppose /? satisfies (1) to (4). By Theorem 5.1, (1), (2) and (3) imply

that /? is a right quasi-order in a full linear ring ß with dim ß = dim RR = X.

Also, regular elements of R ate units in ß because the first part of (2) implies ß

is left (as well as right) intrinsic over R. Let x G Q be arbitrary. Since R is a
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right quasi-order in Q, there exists aGR such that a = 0 and xa GR. By (4),

aR contains a regular element of /?, c say. Then xc GR. This shows that /? is

a right order in Q.

Remarks,  (i) If H = S0, then in (1) "m-irreducible ring" can be replaced

by "prime ring with zero right singular ideal". See [14, Corollary 3.3].

(ii) Simple examples show that each of the conditions (1) to (4) is not, in

general, implied by the other three.

Our second characterization of a right order R in Q, dim Q infinite, is in

terms of the right annihilator ideals of R which have the same dimension as RR.

In the case of Q itself, these are the right ideals which are isomorphic to QQ. For

a right order /?, they are the closed right ideals which are an essential extension of

a right ideal isomorphic to RR (and thus are of the form (bR)lr, bGR with

br = 0).

7.2. Theorem. A ring R is a right order in a full linear ring of dimension

M > N0 if and only if each of the following conditions is satisfied.

(1) R is an m-irreducible ring containing uniform right ideals and dimRR

-H.

(2) 77ie closed right ideals of R are right annihilator ideals, and, if B is a

right annihilator ideal with dimBR =dimRR, then B has the form (bR)!r for

some bGR with br = 0.

(3) R possesses a reducing pair of elements.

Proof. Only if. Assume /? is a right order in Q, where dim ß = N > K0.

Then (1), (3) and the first part of (2) hold by 7.1. Now suppose B is a right an-

nihilator ideal of /? with dim BR = dim RR. Then B = eQCtR for some e =

e2 G Q, and dim eß = dim BR = dim RR = dim Q. Hence Qq =i eQ and so eß =

xQ for some xGQ with xr = 0. Choose a regular c GR such that xcGR. Let

b=xc. Then br = 0. Also, bQ = eQ implies bR is essential in BR and so (bR)1

= Bl (annihilators taken in /?). Thus B = B,r = (bR)lr, which establishes the

second part of (2).

//. The proof here proceeds along much the same lines as the proof of The-

orem 5.1, and so an outline is sufficient. The MRQ ring of /? is a full linear ring,

call it Q. By Proposition 1.4, ß is generated by the idempotents e for which

eß = (1 — e)ß, and therefore /? is a right order in ß if for each such e there

exists a regular cGR suchthat ecGR [15, Lemma 2.3]. Let e be given. Let

/= (1 - e)ß n /? 4- eß n /?. Proceeding exactly as in Theorem 5.1, we can find

y G / such that yQ = Q (we do not need the full force of (2) at this point, only

the fact that (1 - e)ß n R and eß n /?, being closed right ideals of R of dimen-

sion dim RR, are essentially finitely generated right ideals of /?). Now Qy = Qf

for some f=f G Q, and since fQ S ß we have dim/ß = dim Q. Let B =fQ n /?.
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Then dimBR = dim/ß = dim ß = dimRR. By (2), there exists b GR such that

br = 0 and bQ =fQ. Let c =ybGR. Then c is a unit of ß because cQ =y(bQ)

=y(fQ) =yQ = ß and ßc = (Qy)b = (Qf)b = Qb = Q. In particular, c is a regular

element of R and, since eyGR, we have ec = (ey)bGR. The proof is complete.

We close this section with an example to show that, in contrast to the left

annihilator ideals of a right order /? in Q, which we know are of the form a',

aGR (see Proposition 3.3), the right annihilator ideals of R need not have the

form ar, aGR. Incidentally, this is the case if dim ß is finite (Goldie [5, Theo-

rem 3.7] ). For a ring S, we denote the ring of all K0 x K0 (or strictly speaking

co x co) column-finite matrices over S by S^.

Example.  Let A' be a right Ore domain which is not a left Ore domain.

Let D be the right quotient division ring of K. Let T= D„ and A =K00 +

socle D„. Choose dGD,d^Q, such that KdC\K = 0, and let y G T be the

scalar matrix corresponding to d. Then Ay n A Ç socle T. Now let Q = T2 and

/? = A 2. Then R is a right order in Q. Let

Then QeCiRC socle Q. Let 5 = (1 - e)ß n /?. Then 5 is a right annihilator

ideal of /?. Suppose there exists a GR such that 5 = r(a, /?). Then r(a, ß) =

(1 — e)ß and this implies Qa = Qe, which contradicts ße n i? Ç socle ß. Hence

5 is not of the form ar, aGR.

8.  Idealizers. If VD is a vector space over a division ring D and dim VD

is uncountable, then there exist proper right orders in ß = Hom^íF, V), irrespec-

tive of the nature of D (see 2.8). But what happens if VD is of countably infinite

dimension? For example, if D is a finite field, do there exist proper right orders

in />„? There is one class of subrings of ß which contains some interesting right

quasi-orders in ß and which may provide candidates for right orders-the idealizers

of right ideals of Q. The idealizer of a right ideal K of ß is I(K) = {aGQ: aK

Ç K}. In this final section, we take a brief look at when I(K) is a right quasi-order

in ß, in the case K Z> socle Q, equivalently, I(K) is prime. (Notice that now

I(K) £ Homö(A:, K).) We shall assume dim ß = N0 and that K * socle Q, K ¥=

Q (i.e. I(K) i= Q). For a subset X of ß, X denotes the canonical image of X in

ß/socle ß.

By Theorem 5.1 we know that I(K) is a right quasi-order in ß if and only

if I(K) satisfies (A) and possesses a reducing pair.

The case where Kq is countably generated as a right ideal (equivalently Kq

is projective) is easily disposed of: either
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(i) K = 2"e(ß where   {e,.}~  is a countably infinite set of orthogonal

idempotents with each e~¡ i= 0 (this is when Kq is free), or

(ii) K = eQ + socle ß where e is an idempotent with eß s (1 - e)ß.

In (i), I(K) = {a G ß:  for each /, e¡aej = 0 for almost all /}; in (ii),

I(K) = eQ + ß(l - e) + socle Q. In both cases I(K) is a right quasi-order in

Q but not a right order; in fact classical right quotient rings do not exist. It

is interesting to note that, in (i), I(K) = Q„, so that Q«, is a (proper) right

quasi-order in a full linear ring!

More generally, one sees that if l(K, Q) =£ 0 then I(K) is a right quasi-

order in ß but not a right order.

If l(K, ß) = Ö" but K is not large in ß then I(K) is never a right

quasi-order because it fails condition (A) although I(K) can have reducing pairs.

Such K do exist.

The following result applies to an arbitrary K. Its proof requires little

beyond Theorem 5.1 and the observation that I(K)/K is canonically isomorphic

to End(ß/A-)ß.

8.1. Theorem.   Let K be a right ideal of Q. Let WQ = QIK. Then

I(K) is a right quasi-order in Q if and only if

(1) each cyclic submodule of Wq is a homomorphic image of Wq, and

(2) I(K) possesses a reducing pair.

One case remains to be settled-that when K is large in Q. I suspect

that I(K) can be a right quasi-order here, but have yet to construct a suitable

K. In view of the following proposition, if such a construction proves possible

it will actually provide a right order in D„, for an arbitrary division ring D,

and thereby destroy all hope of any sort of "Faith-Utumi description" for right

orders in D^.

8.2. Proposition. // K is large in Q and I(K) is a right quasi-order

in Q, then I(K) is a right order in Q (and conversely).

Proof.  Let R = I(K). We shall call upon Theorem 7.2 and verify con-

dition (2) of that theorem. This requires us to produce for any given idempotent

e G Q, ë + Ü, an element bGR with br - 0 and bQ = eß.  Since K is

large in ß, there exists an idempotent fGKC\eQ,fJ=Q. Write

eQ=fQ+ yQ   (direct sum).

Since R is a right quasi-order in ß we can suppose y GR, and that yr <£

socle ß since, if necessary, we can replace y by yß for some ß G /? with

ßQ-Q and ßr <t socle Q. Let g G Q be an idempotent such that Qg = Qy.

Then  1 -g =£0 and so, by 1.4(iii), (1 -g)Q=fQ. Hence there exists x G
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/ß(l -g) with xQ = fQ and Qx - ß(l -g). Now let ô=Jc-f;>G.R. Then

6r = 0, and bQ = 0(1 - g)Q + bgQ =fQ+yQ = eQ, i.e. bQ = eQ.
Remark.   I(K) is not automatically a right order in ß if K is large in

Q, e.g. when AT is a finite intersection of maximal right ideals. Here I(K)

lacks reducing pairs, although it satisfies (A). In fact condition (1) of 8.1 is

clearly satisfied because (Q/K)q is completely reducible.

(Added May 1974). Since the appearance of K. R. Goodearl's paper

Prime ideals in regular self-injective rings (Canad. J. Math. 25 (1973), 829—839),

it has become apparent that the methods employed here to characterize right

orders in infinite dimensional full linear rings can be applied to characterize right

orders in prime regular right self-injective rings T which satisfy

(*) T possesses reducing pairs, equivalently, TT = (T® T)T.

In fact the proofs go over almost verbatim if we adopt Goodearl's technique

of handling isomorphisms between principal right ideals of T. In the case T =

Q, we have used the uniform dimension function for this. In Goodearl's lan-

guage (*) means

H(K0) # T   where   H(K0)   is the ideal    {0} U {x G T: xT $ E[KQ(xT)]}.

Now for f.gGT with /, g Ö H(X0), fT = gT if and only if TfT = TgT,

that is, / and g belong to precisely the same (two-sided) ideals of T. This

observation together with Goodearl's delightful result that the ideals of T are

well-ordered enable us to handle isomorphisms in much the same way as when

T= Q, and we can then interpret Theorem 7.1 as actually showing:

"A ring /? is a right order in some T with (*) if and only if R satis-

fies (1) to (4), except that in (1) the existence of uniform right ideals is not

required (T will be a full linear ring exactly when R does contain uniform right

ideals)".

Of course a similar statement applies to right quasi-orders in T.

In this more general set-up, the case "dim ß = K0" is to be replaced by

"TIH(tt0) is simple" (/7(N0) now takes over the role of socle Q). Thus, for

example, Theorem 2.7 becomes

"All right orders in T ate prime o 77//(K0) is simple".

The interpretation of the other results is left to the reader.  (Note that

the case T = ß occurs precisely when socle T ¥= 0.)

8.1 and 8.2 are also meaningful when T/H(80) is simple, in particular

if T is simple (with //(K0) = 0).  In this connection it is perhaps interesting

to note that if T is the MRQ ring of ß/socle ß (dim ß = N0), then it can

be shown that there do exist (proper) right ideals of T whose idealizers are

right orders in T.

The prime regular right self-injective rings T which fail (*) are the
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"finite" ones (for x, y G T, xy = 1 ■» yx = 1).  Such rings are necessarily simple.

All two-sided injective prime regular rings are finite, and non-Artinian examples of

these have been constructed by Goodearl in Simple self-injective rings need not

be Artinian (to appear in Communications in Algebra).  Goodearl has also shown

(private communication) that the finite T are those for which dimTT < N0

(i.e. every family of independent nonzero left ideals of T is countable).
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